
The clock kicks in the moment we emerge out into the light, kicking and screaming and covered 

in gore. It’s not a new idea, but often I wonder if it is the case, does Death linger on for the rest of our 

days; waiting, peering out of dark holes bored through milk-white bone?  

Joy is a flickering streetlamp; light and warmth in dull amber for but a moment before it winks 

out again, and all there is around is the dark, fathomless and tinged through with regret that you can’t 

hope to dredge its depths. John Donne posits that no man is an island, but I’ve been to islands and cities 

both and can tell you that a man can sit as lonely in a place of five-hundred thousand as they can 

amongst none, and I’ve felt more at home with my thoughts amidst cricket-calls and weeds 

ever-reaching while the rain lashes down in sheets than I have around a pub table scarred across with 

the marks of a thousand nights with friends, crowned atop with the detritus which follows a thing like 

that. 

In my list of failures I count her amongst the greatest. I loved her then, I love her now, but she 

will never feel the same again. I left her because I thought it was best for me, because I thought it was 

the right thing to do. I was Eve sinking teeth into the Apple and just as surprised to find out the truth 

beneath it. I reached out to apologise but she doesn’t want it. Sometimes there are no happy endings, 

only lessons. It’s only through time’s slow advance that we can look back and see as much. I try to come 

up with clever words and turns of phrase to get it out but words don’t run deep enough to describe. My 

heart is heavy with a weight I cannot shake. Now and on till my last it will be my regret, now and on till 

my last I’ll carry the mark of it. To the reader I’ll say don’t give up on it because it’s difficult, for there is 

nought worse than knowing the’re not coming back. That the road has reached its end. It’s a light left on 

at the back porch two years on even though you know in yourself they’ll never again walk through the 

door. It’s driving back to spots you shared a memory and seeing the wraiths of the past there along the 

riverbanks, a happiness which twists to a melancholy as sharply as a knife thrust into soft flesh. 

Sometimes the world is cruel and plays tricks, sometimes she is conjured in my dreams and we’re 

entangled once more it one another’s arms, her hand in mine, my face in the crook of her neck, and 

then the alarm sounds, and it all falls way; crumbling into dust and half-recalled memory, and I am 

alone, and I miss her. To know regret is to know a maelstrom, a twisting, twirling, terrible thing made up 

of a thousand feelings like fish-hooks sunk deep under the skin, and the only way it wants to take you is 

down. She is light and fire and all else between, fierce-clever with a sharpness to match, and far better 

than I deserved. Perhaps that’s why it didn’t last. I could tell myself that. It would be a falsehood. We did 

not last because of me. I wrote this out first on paper and now here. Maybe, come a day, I’ll show her 

the note and we’ll laugh, we’ll cry, we’ll bring our lips together and watch the sun set on the troubles 

between, but I know it won’t be so.  

For the lies which cut the deepest are the ones we save for ourselves.  

 

When I think on myself I don’t think I’m broken. I think I’m afraid. Fear binds me as surely as 

boots in hot tar, fear keeps me trapped while others advance, because I’m afraid to fail. The irony is I 

have been failing the whole time, but stagnation lends an excuse for it. Oft I’m too lost in my own head, 

and there are two voices that speak in unison. One is rational; this is the voice of reason, which tells me 

that everything I do will pay off for me down the line. One is snarled; this is the true voice, which tells 

me that there is little point in continuing my efforts. There are people who will say everything they have 

done they have done to further a single goal. I suppose if I have a single goal it is to join the ranks of 

those published, to share my stories and the stories of the characters who have ridden along in my head 



for as long as I recall. To say that each thing I have done was done to further this would be a lie; in truth I 

do not write for fear of failing, yet again the fear keeps me rooted to the spot, and where once I stood a 

sapling, I now stand an oak. You cannot further yourself as a writer if you do not write, and I do not 

write because I know there are many others who do so, and better. I met a woman with silver-blonde 

hair in a bar once who told me that the good writers are too humble to believe their work of any quality. 

Perhaps it is imposter syndrome to say that I do not believe that in my own case. Fear binds me, and 

regret takes its hold. The answer is always tomorrow, or the day after that. 

 

Jealousy is a beast caged inside us all. It manifests subtly at first but grows increasingly bold with 

the passage of time. Jealousy is the brush that paints friends as enemies and the ones you love as 

slithering traitors. Jealousy is an ocean between. Jealousy makes fools of us all. I’ve known jealousy as 

intimately as the ones it has turned me against, and while it can be put back into its cage, once loosed it 

is seldom forgotten. If there is a true primal side I believe it rests lumped in with jealousy. I think of 

jealousy as I think of the Ouroboros; the Serpent who Eats its Tail. You are only destroying yourself. You 

will leave diminished. I’m sorry for those things I have said and for those things I have done whilst 

tainted by its foul influence, and I’m sorry that those apologies have come so late. The things we see are 

rarely there, they are shadows scrawled large across the wall, the herald of our own undoing. Jealousy 

and madness are entwined together. In France there exist crimes of passion, circumstances wherein 

emotion is so strong it takes hold and for one bright and burning moment one forgets who they are, 

how to behave; I don’t believe it as so, for to harm the one you love is inverse to the thing you claim.  

 

I feel sorry for my parents, who have watched me as I’ve grown, that their pride in me must be 

lacking, and if it is I have made it so. The things I have been blessed with I have squandered, 

opportunities cast aside too soon. Time and time again I’ve returned to their fold, under their roof, to 

ask for help when I could not make it on my own. Time and time again they’ve aided me along, and what 

have I given back, if not for the minimum? I love each of them truly, though the words snag in my throat 

when I go to speak them. I love them without question, above all and in place of myself. I’d provide 

them world if I could make it so, and take the burden from them, as they have done for me. I love you, 

mum and dad, and all that you have done, I’m sorry for the way I am, for failing as your son. 

 

When the world goes to sleep and I am left alone with my thoughts and the gentle rustle of the 

leaves, and the hum of distant amber lights which guide lonely travellers along on their path, I think of 

things as a whole, and the negatives abound. I think myself wasted, the subject of muttered warnings, 

and rarely of the praise. Look upon the fool, they say, who whittles away his days. Do not become like 

him, my dear. Do not take his place. And while I do not agree that I’m a fool, I’ve most certainly done 

foolish things; I’ve thought I knew better and pissed it all away. To be able to look upon a thing and see 

it whole, for what it really is, is important in a life. To dress something up in frills and lies only leads to 

strife. I know where I’ve gone wrong, I keep it with me every day, but I’m not beyond redemption, in 

spite of what they say. For they don’t see the good things, the pure through and through, the way that I 

will work on, determined by the slew, of voices which would cry out. For though it may seem it, I am not 

lost in those dark thoughts that pull those afflicted down toward an abyss. I only the one life, and I will 

not be beaten from my course. Though fear may surely bind me, and worry of my skill, I’ll find a way 

through the mud and out the other side. To speak in self-awareness, to bare the soul in truth to the eyes 



of strangers who may judge it and comment on its worth  is a step toward the end of the tunnel, and the 

light which abounds at the end. It is dusk turning through night to dawn, to the fresh morning and the 

opportunities beyond. It is the morning dew clutched tight to the grass, the birdsong from up on high in 

the eaves; it is the promise of a day and the delivery from night. 

I know not if I’ll publish, if I’ll ever see it through, there’s a tide of things against me, but I’m not 

above the fight. Is this the sum of me, then, the man I will remain? 

 

Ask me again tomorrow, 

Or maybe even after then.  

 

 

 


